BULLETIN - ADDENDA B

Date Issued: March 23, 2020
Project Name: SLCL Eureka Hills Library
Project Number/Phase: 192891.00
Prepared By: Bill Decker
Distribution: Scott Kolath – Landmark
Steve Hunter – SLCL
County Blue

Please note the following changes and/or clarifications to the original Construction Documents dated 03/09/20:

- Sheet A-401 – Add dimensions to light fixture lengths and location for clarification; Relocate several tags for clarity
- Sheet A-801 – update detail #8 to include correct model number for book drop
- Specification 115116 “Book Depositories” added
- RFI Log
- Substitution request

Updated proposal instruction:

Due to ongoing public health concerns, all RFP responses are to be submitted electronically by 11am on 3/27/20. Email all documentation to Bill Decker and Scott Kolath. Submittal not to exceed 10 megabytes.

The following documentation can be submitted by 5pm on 3/30/20:

- Original Contractor’s Good Faith Effort Report
- Wage Rate Attachment (Labor Rate Breakdown) from Proposer and all Trades
- Statutory Affidavits (Lawful Employment and OSHA Training) from Proposer and all Trades

Submit to the following:
Bill Decker – bdecker@arcturis.com
Scott Kolath - skolath@lcminc.com

END OF ADDENDA #B.